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Abstract- A Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) is a collection of mobile devices dynamically forming network 
communications without any centralized control and pre-existing network infrastructure. Due to its inherent nature securing 
Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) is a challenging task. Flooding is a type of Denial of Service (DoS) attack in MANET. 
Intentional flooding may lead to disturbances in the networking operation. This kind of attack consumes battery power, 
storage space and bandwidth. Flooding the excessive number of packets may degrade the performance of the network. This 
solution identifies and prevents the flooding attack.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Ad-hoc networks form spontaneously without a need 
of an infrastructure or centralized controller. This 
type of peer-to-peer system infers that each node, or 
user, in the network can act as a data endpoint or 
intermediate repeater. Thus, the reliability of network 
communications improves as all the users work 
together. The topology of network communication 
resembles a mesh, hence these types of networks are 
known as Mesh Networks.  The redundant 
communication paths provided by ad hoc mesh 
networks drastically improve fault tolerance for the 
network. Additionally, the ability for data packets to 
"hop" from one user to another effectively extends 
the network coverage area and provides a solution to 
overcome non-line of sight (LOS) issues. Mobile 
applications present additional challenges for mesh 
networks as changes to the network topology are 
swift and widespread. Such scenarios require the use 
of Mobile Ad hoc Networking (MANET) technology 
to ensure communication routes are updated quickly 
and accurately. MANETs are self-forming, self-
maintained, and self-healing, allowing for extreme 
network flexibility. The intruder can flood the 
network using RREQ message to other nodes and 
affects whole performance of the network.  
 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
One of the important attacks that occurs at the 
network layer in MANET is flooding attack (Khokhar 
et al., 2008).  It sends larger amount packets to the 
network; the major aim of the work is to prevent user 
service packets from network and simultaneously 
reducing the network resources. The aim of this 
attack is to detect the target node and damage the 
whole network. It replies to the destination path by 
behaving same as the normal node features with 
RREQ packets. A New detection technique based on 

dynamic profile with traffic pattern analysis(PDS) 
(Bhuvaneshwari et al., 2013) is introduced by the 
author for identifying and removing the malicious 
nodes that floods the route request packets is 
evaluated. 
 
III. ROUTING PROTOCOLS 
 
A. AODV 
Ad–hoc on demand distance vector routing (AODV) 
is a stateless on-demand routing protocol . The Ad-
hoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV) classified 
under reactive protocols. The operation of the 
protocol is divided in two functions, route discovery 
and route maintenance.    In Adhoc routing, when a 
route is needed to some destination, the protocol 
starts route discovery. Then the source node sends 
route request message to its neighbors. And if those 
nodes do not have any information about the 
destination node, they will send the message to all its 
neighbors and so on. And if any neighbor node has 
the information about the destination node, the node 
sends route reply message to the route request 
message initiator. On the basis of this process a path 
is recorded in the intermediate nodes. This path 
identifies the route and is called the reverse path. 
Since each node forwards route request message to all 
of its neighbors, more than one copy of the original 
route request message can arrive at a node. A unique 
id is assigned, when a route request message is 
created. When a node receives the route request, it 
will check this id and the address of the initiator and 
discarded the message if it had already processed that 
request. Node that has information about the path to 
the destination sends route reply message to the 
neighbor from which it has received route request 
message. This neighbor does the same. Due to the 
reverse path it can be possible. Then the route reply 
message travels back using reverse path. When a 
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route reply message reaches the initiator the route is 
ready and the initiator can start sending data packets. 

 
   Fig 1. Flooding Types 
 
IV. FORMATION OF CLUSTER 

 
The advantages of using clustering architecture in 
wireless ad hoc networks are network scalability, 
fault tolerance, network source and active utlilization. 
The location information of each adhoc node is used 
to form cluster in the ad hoc network. Sometimes 
nodes in the network are deployed in the ad hoc 
network, knows their location information. The 
coordinates of each node are used for 
calculating the distance between two nodes in 
MANET.  A node can play one of five roles: cluster 
head, ordinary node, secondary cluster head, 
undecided node or gateway in each cluster. Gateway 
node can communicate with two or more cluster 
heads simultaneously and the collect all the 
information about neighbor CH and Cluster members. 
 
After the selection of cluster head, the join request is 
sent by the other non cluster head nodes in the 
network to the elected cluster head.  The cluster head 
will accept the request and form the cluster, based on 
the predefined cluster size. All the nodes are grouped 
into cluster in the process of cluster formation, In this 
research during the route discovery, source node will 
send the ROUTE REQUEST to the cluster head then 
the cluster head will forward it to the destination, If 
the destination node is in inter cluster means the 
cluster head will broadcast RREQ to other cluster 
heads. The cluster head maintains two tables CMN 
table and KH cluster table. The CMN table contains 
the IDs, previous data transfer information, node 
behavior, location information about the nodes, 
distance between each node within cluster and cluster 
ID of the nodes within cluster. In KH Cluster table 
contains the other cluster head ID, information about 
the other cluster heads such as location, previous data 
transfer.ID is assigned by the cluster head to all 
cluster members. 
 
V. FLOODING ATTACK DETECTION AND  

PREVENTION –MCLUT-AODV 
 
This proposed flooding attack detection method is 
used to detect the malicious node by calculating the 
threshold in the MANET network and it is also used 
to remove the node from the network by isolation 
process (Sarah Ahmed and Nirkhi, (2013); Hosam 
Soleman et al., (2013)). In order to differentiate 

intruder from normal node, the use of a detection 
threshold for root mean square is really mandatory.  
Instead of using a static threshold, in this research 
article dynamic threshold is used.  The threshold 
value calculation is explained below. 
 The threshold value is calculated based on the queue 
length of each node and neighbor’s node in the 
cluster.   

 
Where a node’s is own queue 
occupancy,  is a neighbor node 
queue length occupancy, and n is the number of 
nodes neighbor. If the suspicious node does not 
satisfy the threshold then the node is considered as 
intruder node. The message is broadcasted to the 
other nodes in the network and suspicious node is 
isolated from the network. The route discovery 
processes are started again by broadcasting the 
packets in the network. 
 
Algorithm  

Step1 :The normal behavior of the cluster     
member is continuously monitored by 
cluster head  
Step2: Each cluster member, whenever 
receiving RREQ message, starts to validate 
the received RREQ messages based on their 
destination id, unique request id and cluster-
id and store IDs in cache memory for further 
verification. 
Step 3:   During the validation, destination id 
and Cluster member id are same but unique 
id is different for more than one RREQ 
means then it sends the source id of RREQ 
as a message to the cluster head. 
Step 4: Once the source_id is received in the 
cluster head, it starts to monitor originator of 
that RREQ by verifying the threshold value 
and number of RREQ message broadcast in 
that node.  
Step 5:  If the number of broadcasted 
message is higher than the threshold value 
then it checks previous behavior of the node.  
Step 6:  Once the cluster head confirms the 
node is intruder then it broadcast the 
message to the other nodes to isolate the 
node from the cluster and the suspicious 
node is kept in observation. 
Step 7: The packets are dropped in the 
cluster member in cluster.   

 
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND 

DISCUSSION 
 

A Scenario Generation 
NS2 is an open-source event-driven simulator 
designed specifically for research in computer 
communication networks. In this paper it uses 670m 
by 670m flat two-dimensional space by means of 50 
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nodes. The transmission range of each node is 250m 
which is approximately  of each dimension. Pause 
times of the nodes are varied by step size. For each 
such case, 5 random scenarios are generated. At the 
present, a some percentage of misbehaving nodes is 
presented during simulation. These nodes misbehave 
by dropping packets without rebroadcasting them. 

 
Table 2: The Packet Delivery Ratio and End to End Delay for 

Normal AODV,Flooding Attacked AODV and MCLUT –
AODV 

A Performance Metrics 
Packet Delivery ratio (PDR): Packet Delivery ratio is 
illustrated as the ratio of number of effectively 
received packets to number of sent packets, If the 
route discovery of modified AODV travel around the 
hidden trusted path from source to destination were 
bypassing the misbehaving nodes capably, then 
successful delivery of the data packet will increase. 
Therefore, the pdf of packet is a helpful measure to 
experiment the performance of the broadcast.   
 
Average End to End Delay : The Average End to End 
Delay of Packets is the interval between the data 
packet generation time and the time when the last bit 
arrives at the destination. 

 

 
Figure 2  Graphical Representation of Packet delivery ratio for Normal AODV, MCLUT- AODV and AODV with Flooding Attack 

 

 
Figure 3 Graphical Representation of End to End Delay for Normal AODV, MCLUT- AODV and AODV with Flooding Attack 
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CONCLUSION 
 
This paper has clearly portrayed the security in Manet 
against Flooding attack. From Figure 10 it is inferred 
that the Packet Delivery Ratio of the  AODV  with 
Flooding attack   using the MCLUT-AODV 
algorithm is  increased drastically compared to the 
AODV with flooding attack, MCLUT-AODV 
performs almost as same as that of Normal AODV. 
The packet delivery ratio is maintained high inspite of 
increase in the   number of nodes. Figure 11 shows 
that the delay is reduced to the maximum with the 
MCLUT-AODV where there is rapid increase of 
packet delivery ratio. 
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